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IN THIS PAPER we study the group P&(R) of piecewise linear (PL) homeomorphisms of the 
real line R with compact support. 
This group has been studied by many people. As for the homology of this group, 
Epstein showed that the group is a perfect group and hence it is a simple group [2]. The 
lower-dimensional homology of this group was determined by Greenberg [S]. In particular, 
his result says that the 2-dimensional homology is R @Jz R and it is easy to see that the 
canonical bilinear map R Oz R + R is nothing but the discrete Godbillon-Vey class 
described in [6] and [4]. In [22], we determined all the homology group using Greenberg’s 
description [8] of the classifying space for transversely PL foliations. 
Our study on the group PL,(R) was motivated by an intention to use these results on the 
homology of PL,(R) to understand the homology of groups of Lipschitz homeomorphisms 
of R. In particular, since the (discrete) Godbillon-Vey 2-cocycle for PL,(R) was completely 
understood, we tried to understand the Godbillon-Vey 2-cocycle for groups of Lipschitz 
homeomorphisms of R using approximations by elements of the group PL,(R). 
The Godbillon-Vey invariant was first defined for codimension-1 C2 foliations of closed 
oriented 3-manifolds [7]. This invariant is the only known non-trivial invariant for C2 
foliated cobordism and it varies continuously under the deformation of the foliation [ 141. 
For transversely oriented codimension-1 C’ foliations, the classifying space for them is 
contractible [1 S] and such foliations of closed oriented 3-manifolds are all cobordant. This 
fact has already been shown for transversely oriented Lipschitz foliations [l 11. Hence the 
Godbillon-Vey invariant cannot be defined for codimension-1 C’ or Lipschitz foliations. 
There are, however, a lot of classes of foliations between C’ or Lipschitz and C2. In fact, the 
Godbillon-Vey invariant was extended to the foliations of class C’ +a (CI > f) by Hurder and 
Katok [9], and to the transversely piecewise linear (or piecewise C*) by Ghys and Sergiescu 
[6,4]. We defined the Godbillon-Vey invariant for the foliations of class CLvyn with 
(1 I fl < 2) [20,23], which contain both the foliations of class C”‘is(l//? > l/2) and the 
transversely PL foliations. 
Since each cobordism class of the foliations of class CL’% (1 5 j? < 2) of closed oriented 
3-manifolds contains a representative which is a 2-cycle for the group GfvYn(R) of dif- 
feomorphisms of class C ‘,% of the real line R with compact support [12], the key problem 
is to understand the Godbillon-Vey invariant on 2-cycles of the group G:*“(R). 
For a real number j3 (p 2 l), the group G, L*vn(R) of CL’Yn diffeomorphisms of R with 
compact support is defined as follows. An element fof G, L*Y#(R) is a Lipschitz homeomor- 
phism with compact support such that logf’(x - 0) is with bounded p-variation (see 
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Section 1). The p-variation to the l/p power gives rise to a right invariant metric on the 
group G:*“(R). The Godbillon-Vey 2-cocycle is defined for the group G:*“(R) (1 I p < 2), 
and is continuous with respect to the topology induced by this metric [20]. Note that 
G$f#(R) contains both the group GE “@(R) of C ’ + ‘DJ diffeomorphisms of R with compact 
support and the group P&(R), and the Godbillon-Vey 2-cocycle restricted to these groups 
coincides with the Godbillon-Vey 2-cocycle previously defined. 
Now, the group P&(R) is dense in G:,“(R) (in the topology of G:*“(R) (8’ > 8) as we 
show it in Section 6), and the 2-cycles of PL,(R) are known by Greenberg [S] as was 
mentioned. In order to understand a 2-cycle of the group G$ Ys(R), we try to approximate 
the 2-cycle by a sequence of 2-cycles of the group PL,(R). In fact, we can approximate 
a stabilization of the 2-cycle, and in order to make the approximations, it is necessary to 
have controlled estimates on commutators. 
A 2-cycle of G, L*vo R is geometrically represented by a CLTyn foliated R-product with ( ) 
compact support over a closed oriented surface C, i.e. a C L9Yfl oliation of C x R transverse to 
the fibers of the projection C x R + C which coincides with the product foliation with leaves 
X x { *} outside a compact set. This foliated R-product is determined by the holonomy 
homomorphism nl(C) + G?*“(R). 
If we approximate the holonomies along the usual generators of rrl(E) by PL homeo- 
morphisms, then the product of commutators of them which was originally the identity 
becomes aPL homeomorphism close to the identity. If we can write it as a product of a fixed 
number of commutators of PL homeomorphisms close to the identity, then the PL 
approximations of the holonomies along the generators together with these PL homeomor- 
phisms define an approximation of a stabilization of the original 2-cycle. 
Thus, the problem in which we are interested is as follows. We consider the group 
PL,(R) with the metric induced from that of G, L*Yn(R). For a subinterval [A, B] of [0, 11, can 
we write any PL homeomorphisms with support in [A, B] sufficiently close to the identity 
as a product (composition) of a fixed number of commutators of PL homeomorphisms with 
support in [0, l] close to the identity? Note that it is known (see Section 1) that any PL 
homeomorphism of R with compact support is written as a product of two commutators of 
PL homeomorphisms with compact support. But the known commutators are not small. 
We show in this paper that, with an assumption on the number of non-differentiable points, 
the answer to the above problem is yes. 
More precisely, we show first the following theorem (see Section 3). A piecewise linear 
homeomorphism of R with compact support is said to be elementary if it has at most three 
non-differentiable points. 
THEOREM A. Let /3 be a real number not less than 1. There exist positive real numbers 
c and C satisfying the following conditions. Let E be a positive real number such that E I c. Let 
f be an elementary piecewise linear homeomorphism of R with support in [&$I. Assume that 
Then f is written as a product (composition) of three commutators of piecewise linear 
homeomorphisms of R as follows: 
f= cQ1~Q21cQ3,941c95,961 
where the supports of gi (i = 1, . .,. ,6) are contained in [0, l] and 
111 % SillIs d CE. 
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This theorem applies to a sequence of PL homeomorphisms with a bounded number of 
non-differentiable points converging to the identity. When we approximate an element of 
G$“(R) by a sequence of PL homeomorphisms, we have to treat PL homeomorphisms 
with an increasing number of non-differentiable points. To treat such PL homeomorphisms, 
we show the following theorem (see Section 5). 
THEOREM B. Let p be a real number not less than 1. Let q be a positive integer and 
6 a positive real number. There exist positive real numbers c and C satisfying the following 
conditions. Let E be a positive real number such that E I c. Let f be a piecewise linear 
homeomorphism of R with support in [$, $1 such that the number of the non-differentiable 
points of,.f is at most 4~~~ + 2 and 
Then 
where the supports of gj (j = 1, . . . ,32(q + 1)) are contained in [0, l] and 
III lOi3kJJIIIp g CC 
Writing a diffeomorphism close to the identity as a product of a fixed number of 
commutators of diffeomorphisms close to the identity is important when we work on the 
2- or higher-dimensional homology groups of Lipschitz homeomorphism groups. The 
reason is that we need to treat the cycles whose members are the countable juxtapositions of 
diffeomorphisms with disjoint supports. If we have a small commutator esult, we can show 
many such cycles are homologous to zero. This idea was first applied to the C” differenti- 
able case to determine certain cobordism classes of foliations [17]. Here is another 
application. By using Theorem A, we can determine cobordism classes of transversely PL 
foliations of closed oriented 3-manifolds (see [21, Appendix] for the proof). 
THEOREM C [21]. The foliated cobordism class as foliations of class CL’% (1 < fi < 2) of 
transversely oriented transversely piecewise linear foliations of closed oriented 3-manifolds is 
characterized by its (discrete) Godbillon-Vey class. 
Now we look at 2-cycles of G$Vp(R). A 2-cycle of G$Y#(R) is represented by 
a CL’ Vn foliated R-p roduct 9 with compact support over a closed oriented surface IS. 
A stabilization of Y is a foliated R-product over the connected sum ZZ # C’ with a closed 
oriented surface C’ such that the holonomy homomorphism rrl (X # X’) + G$ Yp(R) factors 
through the holonomy homomorphism xl(C) + G 2 V#(R) of 9. The 2-cycle represented by 
a stabilization is homologous to the original 2-cycle. 
As for the stable approximation of a 2-cycle of the group Gi +“(R) (0 < c1 < 1) by 
2-cycles of PLJR), using Theorem B, we show the following theorem (see Section 6). 
THEOREM D. Let 59 be a foliated R-product of class C’ +a (0 < CI I 1) with compact 
support over the closed oriented surface C. Let jI be a positive real number greater than l/a. 
Then there is a sequence of PL-foliated R-product gk over the connected sum I: # C’ converg- 
ing to the stabilization of $9 in the C L*c topology. Here the meaning of convergence is that for 
any y E 7c1(X#X’), the holonomy along y converges. In particular, tj” l/a < j? < 2, the Godbil- 
1onVey invariant GV(%,J converges to GV(9). 
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Note that if GV(Y) = 0, then ‘9k in Theorem D can be chosen so that GV(YJ = 0. Then, 
as a corollary to Theorems C and D, we have the following characterization of the 
Godbillon-Vey invariant (see [23] for the proof). 
THEOREM E [23]. Let B be a codimension-1 transversely oriented foliation of class Cl+” 
(3 < c1 I 1) of a closed oriented 3-manifold M. The Godbillon-Vey invariant of 9 is zero ifand 
only if 4t is foliated cobordant to a codimension-1 transversely oriented foliation 9 of class 
C’ ‘OL of a closed oriented 3-manifold N and there exists a sequence Yk of codimension-l 
null-cobordant foliations of class CL’yl~~ of N converging to 9 in the CL*‘?fl topology 
(l/cr < /I < 2). H ere, 9 is a foliated S’-product over a surface X and the meaning of conver- 
gence is that for any y E rcl(C), the holonomy along y converges. 
There are generalizations of Theorem D and E for 2-cycles of the group G$ ‘i(R) and for 
foliations of class CL,‘g, respectively (see Section 6 and [23]). 
We organize this paper as follows. 
In Section 1, first we prepare notations to write down PL homeomorphisms. We also 
review the metric we consider on the group of PL homeomorphisms. Then we write an 
elementary PL homeomorphism as a commutator following [2]. We also formulate a ver- 
sion of Mather’s trick [13] which is the main tool for us. Then we show that any PL 
homeomorphism of R with compact support is written as a product of two commutators of 
PL homeomorphisms with compact support. This implies that the group PL,(R) is uniform- 
ly perfect. This has been well known for specialists and can also be proved by purely 
algebraic considerations [l]. However, this argument is not sufficient to prove that an 
elementary PL homeomorphism which is close to the identity is written as a product of 
commutators of PL homeomorphisms close to the identity. 
In Section 2, we establish two technical results. Lemma 2.2 expresses a small elementary 
PL homeomorphism with small support as a product of two small commutators. Lemma 
2.3 improves on this, showing that a small elementary PL homeomorphism with small 
support can be written as a single commutator of small PL homeomorphisms. Lemma 2.4 
extends this result to juxtapositions of small elementary PL homeomorphisms with small 
support. 
In Section 3, we develop several techniques to obtain small commutators. We use 
Mather’s trick and prove Theorem A (Theorem 3.2). Lemma 3.7 extends Theorem 3.2 to 
juxtapositions of elementary PL homeomorphisms. By Lemma 3.5, a juxtaposition of 
elementary PL homeomorphisms is written as a product of small commutators and 
a juxtaposition of elementary PL homeomorphisms with small support. The latter is written 
as a commutator of small PL homeomorphisms by Lemma 2.4 and we obtain Lemma 3.7. 
The proof of Theorem B is reduced to Lemma 3.7 by the argument of the following two 
sections. 
Section 4 is the technical heart of this paper, and very rough going. In this section, we 
develop a technique to express a PL homeomorphism f as a composition f = fi [gI, gJ, 
where fi is a juxtaposition of small PL homeomorphisms with smaller numbers of non- 
differentiable points and [gr, gZ] is a small commutator. By iterating this process, we can 
write a PL homeomorphism f as a composition of a fixed number of juxtapositions of small 
elementary PL homeomorphisms and a product of a fixed number of small commutators. 
The expression is obtained in two steps: Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 express PL homeomorphism 
as a composition of PL homeomorphisms with controlled estimates on the norms and the 
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numbers of non-differentiable points. Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 use Mather’s trick (refor- 
mulated in Lemma 4.3) to derive the formf =fi [gl, g2]. 
In Section 5, we prove Theorem B (Theorem 5.1). We show that if the number of 
non-differentiable points of a PL homeomorphismSis less than the ( - q)th power of the 
distance fromfto the identity, thenfis written as a fixed number of small commutators. Our 
proof shows that this number depends linearly on q. 
In Section 6, we prove Theorem D (Theorem 6.1). Lemmas 6.4 and 6.6 show that PL,(R) 
is dense in GE “lB(R) and Gf,Vn(R) in the topology of G>%,(R) (/I’ > /I), respectively. For 
a Cl+’ foliated R-product with compact support over a closed oriented surface X, we can 
approximate the holonomies along the usual generators of n1 (Xc) by PL homeomorphisms, 
and then we can apply Theorem 5.1 to the product of commutators of PL approximations 
to show Theorem 6.1. We also prove Theorem 6.5, a generalization of Theorem 6.1 for 
2-cycles of G$ Yfl(R), i.e. a 2-cycle of Gf* y n(R) is stably approximated by 2-cycles of PL,(R) 
in the topology of G:,“(R) (p’ > b). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We first establish our notation for describing the piecewise linear (PL) homeomor- 
phisms of R with compact support. 
For closed intervals [al,az] and [b,,b,], let LCb,,b,3,Ca,,0,3 be the affine map of R which 
sends [al,az] onto [bl,bZ]. For two finite increasing sequences a0 < ..a < ok and 
bo < ... < bk Of real numbers such that a0 = bo and ak = bk, let 
PL 
denote the piecewise linear (PL) homeomorphism of R which coincides with LCb,_,,b,l, Car_,,a,, 
on [Ui_,,aj] (i = 1, . . . . k) and with the identity on ( - co, ao] u [ak, CCJ ). 
For a PL homeomorphism f; let NDCf) denote the set of non-differentiable points of 
f and NND(f), the number of non-differentiable points. Then for PL@:::;;:), 
NNDCf) < k + 1. We call a PL homeomorphismfof R with compact support elementary, if
it has at most three non-differentiable points, i.e. NND(f) < 3. By using the above notation, 
f is written as PL(~:$$:), for a0 < a, < a2 and b. < b1 < b2 such that a0 = b. and a2 = b2. 
It is easy to see that any PL homeomorphism of R with compact support can be written as 
a composition of (J/ND(J) - 2) elementary PL homeomorphisms. 
In the group of PL homeomorphisms, we consider the topology induced by the /?-norm 
111. llla introduced in [20]. Let j? be a real number not less than 1. For a function cp on R with 
compact support, we put 
FS(cP) = suP i IVtxj) - cPtxj- 1 )I’ 
j=l 
where the supremum is taken over all finite subsets (x0, . . . , xk} (x0 < ... c xk) of R. We call 
it the b-variation of cp. The functions on R with compact support whose b-variations are 
bounded form a normed linear space Vfi with respect o the following j&norm 111 [[la: 
lll’pllls = &JW”@. 
We use the following properties of p-variations frequently in this paper. Note that they 
are different from obvious consequences of the fact that 111 Ills is a norm. 
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PROPOSITION 1.1. Let a0 < ..e < ak be a jnite increasing sequence of real numbers. Let 
cp be a function on R with compact support. 
(9 Ifq = Cvi an d h t e support ofqi is contained in (ai_ 1, ai), then 
(ii) Ifq = Cqi an d h t e support of Cpi is contained in [ai_ 1, ai], then 
V,(cP) 2 28-’ i V,(Cpi). 
i=l 
Proof: (i) follows from the definition of I$ noting that the left-hand side can be seen as 
the supremum of the sum of lq(xj) - q(xj-l)l’ over special finite subsets containing 
(aa, . . . . ah}. To show (ii), we use the inequality (Ial + lbl)@ I 28-’ ( Ial8 + IbIB) and we replace 
lq(xj) - Cp(xj-r)l’ by lq(xj-i)l’ + Ill’ when [xj_1,xj] contains some ai. 0 
The right invariant metric on the group of PL homeomorphisms with compact support 
is defined as follows. For a PL homeomorphismfof R with compact support, letf’ denote 
the left derivative off: In other words,f’(x) is the limit from the left of the almost everywhere 
defined derivative off: For PL homeomorphisms fi and f2 of R with compact support, 
dist(fi,f,) = IIIh(h oh-l)lll~. 
The group PL,(R) of PL homeomorphisms of R with compact support is not a topologi- 
cal group with respect o this topology. However, the “discrete” Godbillon-Vey cocycle is 
continuous with respect to this topology (1 I /I < 2). (The metric is of course the one 
induced from the metric defined on the group Ct.” B of Lipschitz homeomorphisms f with 
compact support such that logf’ is contained in VP and the Godbillon-Vey invariant is 
defined on Gby vfl (/I < 2) an d continuous with respect o the topology induced by the metric 
[20].) The metric we are considering in the group PL,(R) of PL homeomorphisms of R with 
compact support has the following properties. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. (i) For x E R, I logf(x)I I 2-l@ 111 logf’lll,+ 
(ii) UP’ I P, then Illlogflll~ I IIIlwfIII~~. 
(iii) For any BU 5 8), Ill log(fiJiYlllfl I Ill logfi Illa + Ill logfilllfl. 
In other words, dist(f, ofa, id) I dist(f,,id) + dist(&,id). 
(iv) 111 logf’lll, is invariant under the conjugation by an affine homeomorphism of R. 
By the right invariance of the metric and (iii) above, the inversion and the composition is 
continuous at the identity. Such groups are called partial topological groups by Gardiner 
and Sullivan [3]. 
We begin the study of commutators by recalling a result from [2]. 
LEMMA 1.3. For real numbers 0 < a < b < c < 1, put 
and g = PL 
Then 
Cf;sl =fti_‘g-’ = PL ;);F fd_l(c4’ 
( ? 2 
“b 
) 
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where 
fd-‘(c) - g(b) b(l -4 > 1 =p 
a -g(b) a(1 - b) 
and b -fd-'(4 _ W - 4 < 1 
b-a c(1 - b) ’ 
This lemma implies that any elementary PL homeomorphism with support in (0, 1) can 
be written as a commutator. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Any elementary PL homeomorphism h with support in (0,l) can be 
written as a commutator with support in [0, 11. 
Proof We can arrange 0 < a < b < c < 1 so that the two derivatives of the elementary 
PL homeomorphism h coincide with those of Lf; g] or [g, f 1, and then we can conjugate it 
by a PL homeomorphism which sends [g(b), b] linearly to the support of h. 0 
If f and g of Lemma 1.3 are close to the identity, then the support [g(b), b] of the 
commutator [f; g] is also small. In order to write a PL homeomorphism close to the 
identity with big support as a product of small commutators, we need other technique. 
Here, we give the most useful device for us which is due to Mather [13]. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. For a positive real number a, let T, denote the translation on R by a. Let 
J (i = 1,2) be a PL homeomorphism with support in [A, B] c (0, 1) such that If;: - idi < a. Let 
h be the PL homeomorphism defined by 
h(x) = (T,f,)’ (Tafi)-k(x) 
where k is a positive integer such that (TOfJk(x) < A. Then hT,(x) = T,h(x) if both x and 
h(x) belong to [B, a~). Moreover ifh is the identity on [B, B + a], then h is a PL homeomor- 
phism with compact support and 
fi = T,-‘hT,f,h-’ =fi[(T,fi)-‘, h] = CT,-‘, h]hflh-‘. 
In writing this, one can replace T, by any PL homeomorphism with support in [0, l] which 
coincides with T, on [A, B]. 
Proof Since Tafl = T, = T,,fl on ( - 00, A], h is well defined. Since T& = T, = TOfl 
on [B, co ), hT,(x) = T,h(x) if both x and h(x) belong to [B, co ). If we choose a large integer 
k depending on x, we have 
Taf&d = CC&)k+lV,JXk(~) = (T,f2)k+1(Tafi)-k-1T,fi(x) = hTaf,@ . 
Thus the proposition follows. Cl 
As a corollary to this proposition, we can show that any PL homeomorphism with 
compact support is written as a composition of two commutators of PL homeomorphisms 
with compact support. This implies that the group PL,(R) of PL homeomorphisms of 
R with compact support is uniformly perfect. This has been well known for specialists. This 
also follows from [l]. 
THEOREM 1.6. Let f be a PL homeomorphism of R with compact support. Then there exist 
four PL homeomorphisms fl, f& f3, f4 of R with compact support such that 
f= cfl>hl u3>_L41. 
TW 3414-E 
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Sketch ofthe proof Assume thatfis a composition of elementary PL homeomorphisms 
fi (i= l,... ,n). We compare it with the juxtaposition of them, i.e. the product g of 
(t)“_‘J(t)-“+’ (i = 1 , . . . , n), where t is an appropriate translation made support compact. 
Since tf and tg are conjugate by Proposition 1.5 and g is written as a commutator (of 
juxtapositions) by Corollary 1.4, Theorem 1.6 follows. 0 
The conclusion of Theorem 1.6 is not suitable for our purposes. The supports of the PL 
homeomorphism 5 appearing in the commutators [fi, fi] Lf3, f.J may be arbitrarily large 
even if the support of the PL homeomorphism f is contained in a fixed interval 
[A,B] c (0,l). If we want the support to be small, then we have to use a conjugation by 
a PL homeomorphism with big norm. It is not very easy to write a small elementary PL 
homeomorphism f = PL(2$) as a composition of small commutators with support in 
[0, 1). In the next two sections we solve this problem for a small elementary PL homeomor- 
phism J
2. SMALL ELEMENTARY PL HOMEOMORPHISMS WITH SMALL SUPPORT 
We show that a small elementary PL homeomorphism with small support can be 
written as a product of small commutators. In fact we write it as a single small commutator. 
We fix positive real numbers K s 2 and so I l/2, such that 1x1 I so implies 
leX - II I Klxl, Ilog(1 + x)1 I KIxl and I(1 f x)*‘l I K. 
For example, we can take K = 2 and so = f or K closer to 1 and so closer to 0. 
We begin writing down a small PL translation as a commutator of small PL homeomor- 
phisms. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let [A, B] be a subinterval of (0,l). Let c, d and u be real numbers such that 
A<c<d<d$u<B.Put 
h = PL 
( 
A, c, d, B 
A, c + u, d + u, B ) ’ 
Then there are real numbers a and b such that 0 < a c b < 1 and 
h = Lf,,] =fd-lg-l 
where 
f= PL 






Illlwflllp = llllogh’Ill~ 561 
and 
Ill hix’llla I 2K 
B-d c-A+c-AfB-d 
l_~ + A 
B-A 
I 2.3*K&,. 
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Proof Put a = c/(1 + c - d) and b = (c + u)/(l + c - d). Then the above f and g are 
well defined and a direct computation shows the lemma. Note that g(u) = a. The estimate 
forffollows from the fact that the derivatives offcoincide with those of h. The estimate for 
g follows from the following inequality: 
Illlw’lll~ 5 Ill h,%dlllI 5 21% 
Here the value of fi 2 1 is not important. In fact, if the number of non-differentiable 
points is bounded, the norms are equivalent. For example, we have for above h, 
21/Pmax{/log(l + $--A)i, Ilog(l - &)I} I Illlog~lllp I Illl~i3~lII~ 
=2~Iog(l +3)1+2/log(l -&)I. 
Using Lemma 2.1, we can write an elementary PL homeomorphism with small support 
as a composition of two small commutators, because such a PL homeomorphism is 
a composition of two PL homeomorphisms atisfying Lemma 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let [A, B] be a subinterval of(0, 1). Letf= PL( i; z; i) be an elementary PL 
homeomorphism, where A < a c b < B. Suppose that there are positive real numbers 
el, .z2 < .q, such that 
Ill hf’llls s El and 
4(B - A) 
min{A, 1 - B} ’ c2’ 
Then f is written as a composition of two commutators us follows: 
f= c913921 Chd 
where the supports ofg,,g,, g3,g4 are contained in [0, l] and 
IIIloggflll~ < max{22s,, 22K~2} fir i = 1,2,3,4. 
VCA, Bl c Cl/4 WI, 24(B - A) < E I ~0 and IIIlog_f(((B I E I so, then IIIlogg:llls I 22Ke. 
We have the following improvement of Lemma 2.2, i.e. we can write a small elementary 
PL homeomorphism with small support as a single commutator. 
To obtain Lemma 2.3, we would like to refine Lemma 1.3. Lemma 1.3 itself does not give 
a good way to write an elementary PL homeomorphism as a small commutator. We can see 
it as follows. The equation [f; g] = h is equivalent to f&l = hg. In Lemma 1.3, g is an 
elementary PL homeomorphism and hg is a PL homeomorphism with 4 non-differenti- 
able points. The two non-differentiable points other than 0 and 1 correspond to one 
fundamental domain of g. Hence if h is very close to the identity then g is also close to the 
identity and the support of h becomes too small. We can get through this difficulty by taking 
a number of fundamental domains of g, and thenfbecomes complicated. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let [A, B] be a subinterval of (0, 1). Let h = PL(i ;; i) be an elementary PL 
homeomorphism, where A < a < b c B. Suppose that there are positive real numbers 
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&I,& I ~012~3 such that 
III log klll~ 5 61 anff 
B-A 
min{A, 1 - B} ’ E2’ 
Then h is written as a commutator as follows: 
h=Lf>sl 
where the supports off and g are contained in [0, l] and 
llllogf’lllfl I 23’K2(&1 + 2&z) and Ill 1% dills = III log h’lll, I Q. 
UC4 B-1 c C$, $1, 22(B - A) 5 E I ~0/2~3 and 111 log h’l&, I E I ~,,/2~3, then h = [gl,g2], 
where 111 lOg(gi)‘lll~ I 23. 3K2& (i = 1, 2). 
Proof. We may assume that 6 - A 2 (B - A)/2, for otherwise B - a 2 (B - A)/2 and 
we consider the images under the outer automorphism which sends the homeomorphism 








nA12- ‘-“@KEY I 2-‘KQ. 
Let k be the minimum positive integer such that 
B-A 1 
1+----- 
k(b - a) ’ g ’ 
Then we put g to be h- ’ conjugated by the similarity transformation of ratio 





Then by (B - A) s &2 min{A, 1 - B}, 
A’ka-i(B-A)Za-A20 
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and 
fl<a+;(B-A)5a+l -B<l 
and g is written as follows: 
We can write hg easily as follows: 
hg _ pL 
- ( A’, g-‘(A), s-‘(B), B’ A', 
Note that by the choice of k, 
(hg)L(B) = A. 
This implies that g and hg are conjugate by a PL homeomorphism. This is also a version of 
Mather’s trick [ 131. In fact, we can explicitly write downfsuch thatfgf - ’ = hg as follows: 
f=PL ‘4’ 
( 
A’, g”(a), s”-‘(a), .a., g(a), a, B 
3 A, @g)‘-‘(B), . . . . hg(B), B, B’ > * 
Then the derivative of f is estimated as follows: 
log 
A-A’ 
gk(a) - A’ 
= log 
I c 





Since k is the smallest integer for the inequality to define it, 




Then (b - u)/(B - A) I 2-‘Ih1 implies 
k(b - a) 
Since b - a 5 KEY (a - A), 
a - A = b - A - (b - a) > b - A - Kel(u - A). 
Since we assumed that b - A 2 (B - A)/2, 
b-A (B-A) 
u-A>->-. 
1+ K&I - 2K 
Thus 
k(b - a) 
(a - A) (B - A) 
($((a) - A) I K% + 24 
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and we have 
1% 
A - A' 
gk(u) - A’ 
I K3(&, + 2&z). 
Now forj = l,...,k, 
log (hg)‘- l (B) - @d’(B) I 1 (B - 4/k g j- l (a) - g’(a) = log(b, - a)* {(a - A)/(b - A))’ 
(B - 4/k 





5 j*2(b - a) K/(B - A) 
5 k2(b - a) K/(B - A) 
5 K2(q/2 + 24 
and we have 
Finally, 
,og(hsy-L(B) - (bgY’Q-9 
gj- l (a) - g’(a) 
I ~K*(E$ + 6~). 
jlog~~=~log(i+~)~~K’(e,2+~2~. 
Note that 
log (bg)i- 1 PI - @dm 
gj- l (a) - gj(a) 
is positive and increasing in j. Hence 
lItfIll/ I IllfIll s (2K3 + 3K2 + K2) (E1 + 24 I 23’ K2(eJ2 + 82). q 
For a juxtaposition of elementary PL homeomorphisms with small support we have the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let f be a PL homeomorphism with support in (0,l) such that 
111 logf Ills I &O/223_ Suppose thar the support off is contained in Q disjoint union ofN intervals 
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of length 1 and the restriction off to each interval is elementary. Suppose also that the distance 
between any two intervals is not smaller than a positive real number L and the distance between 
an interval and the boundary (0, l} is not smaller than L/2, where the positive real number 
L satisjes 1fL < ~12~3. Then f is written as a commutator 
f = CSI, szl 
where gi (i = 1,2) are PL homeomorphisms with support in [0, l] such that 
III1o~(~i)llll~ s 25-2’B~2(IlIl~~flll~ + N”B(221/L)) 
or 
Ill l”gkIiYlll@ 5 23 K2(lll l”fi?flIlfi + N(221/L)) 
Proof. Let [ak, ak + I] (k = 1, . . . , N) be the intervals such that f) [a,‘, ak + l] are elemen- 
tary. We write each restriction f I[ak, ak + l] as a commutator with support in 
[ak - L/2, ak + 1 + L/2] as follows: 
f I Caky ak + 11 = b’:‘, d?l. 
Then by Lemma 2.3, 
111 l”g(g!k’)‘]]]b 5 23 K2(lll lo&f I [ak, ak + 11)’ ilip +  22l/L). 
Let gi be the composition of gi”‘. Then by Proposition 1.1, 
5 2s-1 1 {23 K2(lll log(f I Cat, ak + ~l)‘~~~p + 2’1/L))’ 
< 2”-‘~(23K2)‘28-1(I/B(log(f l[ak, ak + I])‘) + (221/L)s) 
I 25@-2 zFqV@(logf’) + N(22l/L)b) 
5 25B-2K-28(l\110gfflla + N”8(221/L))? 
Hence we obtain the first estimate. The second estimate is just a sum of the norms of 
log(sP)‘. 0 
3. SMALL ELEMENTARY PL HOMEOMORPHISMS 
In this section, we write a small elementary PL homeomorphism f = PL($ g; I) as 
a composition of three small commutators with support in [0, l] without assuming that 
B - A is small. To do this we combine Lemma 2.4 and the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let [A, B] be a subinterval of (0, 1). For a positive real number 
a I min{A, 1 - B, B - A}E,/~~, let T, denote the translation on R by a. Let E be a positive 
real number such that s/a I so. Letf be a PL homeomorphism with support in [A, B] such that 
If - idI I E and IIIlogf’llls I E’ for a positive real number E’. Put ‘xk = (Tank(A) (k 2 0). 
Suppose that x, = B and ND(f) c {xk}k=O,...,n. Then f is written as a product of two 
commutators as follows: 
f = cc719 szl c937941 
where gi (i = 1, . . . . 4) are PL homeomorphisms with support in [0, l] such that 
Ill log(gJ’lll~ 5 max z3K2 
a B-A 
min{A, 1 -B, B - A) 
+ 22Kt KE’- 
a’ a 
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Proof: Note that the above n satisfies 
n 2 (B - A)/(U - E) I K(B - Al/U- 
Let g be the PL homeomorphism defined by 
g = pL xov Yl, 4 Yl, ~“-1, B 
x0, Yl + 4 Yn-1 + 4 Y. A, ~1 + 4 Y,-1 + 4 B 
where d=(B-A-na)/(n-1) and y,=A+ku+(k-l)d(k=l,...,n) (hence 
y, = x, = B). Let h be the PL homeomorphism defined by 
h(x) = (TJ,Y (Tag)-“(x) for x E [A, B] 
and h(x) = x elsewhere. It is easy to see that the above h satisfies hl[xn, x,,+~] = id,,,,+,,, 
hence h is a PL homeomorphism with support in [A, B]. By Proposition 1.5, 
f= gc(Tlzg)- l9 hl 
and we can replace T, by t, given by 
t, = PL 
0, A, B, 1 
0, A + a, B + a, 1 
where 
II/log(t,)‘llls I 22Ku/min{A, 1 - B}. 
For g we see that x1 = A + a and, for 1 I k I n, 
k-l k-l 
Ixk-A-kul= 1 {x k+l - (xk + U)} 5 c IT,cf- id)Xkl <(k - 1)E. 
i=O i=l 
Hence IdI = 1(x, - A - nu)/(n - 1)l I E. Since E/U I co, I logg’l I K&/u. For IIIlogg’llls, we 
see that 
For h, we see that 
Ill 1% s’lllp s III log S’IIII 5 22wa. 
hlC4 BIW = VJ)” (Tad-W = (Taf)“(TcA-“VA” (Tad-“(x). 
The distance to the identity of 
( 
A + a, A + an, A + u(n + l), y, + an 
(T,g)“(TJ-” = PL A + u 
9 
y 
n, h + 4 h + an > 
is the same as that of g, hence 
Ill log((T,g)“(T,)-“)‘llls I 22Wa. 
Since Ill loisflllfi I E’, 
Ill log((T,~“(T,)-“)‘Ill~ I nIlI hUllI, I n&‘. 
Thus we obtain 
111 logh’llls I ne’ + 22K~/u 5 Kc’(B - A)/u + 22K~/u. 
Now by Lemma 2.1, g is written as a commutator 
g = CSl~S21, 
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where 
IIIlog(s1)‘llls = ll1l%~‘llls 5 22w.J 
and 
Thus we have 
f= CSI~S21 b3Y941 
where g3 = (Tag)-’ and g4 = h. These gl, g2, g3, g4 satisfy the desired estimates. Cl 
Now we prove Theorem A, which says that an elementary PL homeomorphism 
PU i; ;; g) close to the identity is written as a product of three commutators of PL 
homeomorphisms close to the identity. This theorem is used in [21] to show Theorem C of 
the Introduction. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let [A, B] be a subinterval of (0, 1). Let E be a positive and real number 
such that E I min{A, 1 - B, 1/4}~,/2~3. Let f = PL(i; $ i) (A < a < b < B) be an elemen- 
tary PL homeomorphism such that 
Ill lwrlllp 5 E2. 
Then f is written as a composition of three commutators as follows: 
f = bl, g23. b3,g41 bS, 961 
where the supports of gi (i = 1, . . . ,6) are contained in [0, 1] and 
IIIloggfllla I IIIlogg!lll, I 26K3s/min{A, 1 -B}. 
Therefore, $[A, B] = [l/4,3/4] and E < ~/2~3 and 111 logfllla I s2, thenf = [gI,g2] [g3,g4] 
khg61 with Ill logdIllB I z8K3&. 
Proof We may assume that B - A 2 4. For otherwise, we replace [O, l] by 
[0, l] n [A - (B - A)/2, B + (B - A)/23 using the conjugacy by an affine homeomor- 
phism. 
Let T, be the translation by E. Since IIIlogfllls I s2, Ilogfl I 2-‘@s2( I se), we see 
that If’ - 11 < 2-‘@Ks2 I Ke2. Since the support off is [A, B] c [0, 11, this implies 
If - idI I Ks2/2 I s2. Now let us consider the subset {x0, .. . ,x,} of the orbit of the 
non-differentiable point a under T, f, where xi = (T, f )i (x0) (i = 1, . . . , n), a = Xi for some i, 
A - E < x0 5 A and B I x, < B + E. Then 
(B - A)/(& + 6’) I n I (B - A)/(& - e2) + 2. 
Now we put 
9 ..*j Xi+1 - Ey .--y X, - Ey X, 
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Then we see that fdiffers from f only near x0 and x, and 
III wma s Ill b3fllls 5 c2. 
We apply Lemma 3.1 to this PL homeomorphismfto obtain 
f= h,s21 cg39941, 
Here gi(i = 1, . . . . 4) are PL homeomorphisms with support in [0, l] such that 
E E2 
Ill l”g(gi)lllp I max z3K2 
B-A 
min{A-c,l-B-E,B-A} 
+ 22K--, KE2- -I- 22KC 
E E E 
I 32K3s/min {A, 1 - B). 
On the other hand, put f^= (f)-‘J: Then the support off is contained in [x0,x1] u 
[x,-r, x,]. Note that x1 - x0 = E and x, - x,_ 1 I E. Moreover 
fl [x0, x1-J = PL xo9 
A, XI 
> 
and ~I[x,,_~, x,] = PL xn-l’ 
B, x, 
XI, (n+(A), XI X.-I, @F’(B), x, > 
where 
xl--(f)-‘(A) (_f)-‘(A)-x0-b-A 
x1 -A I A -x0 a-A 
Hence 
~mt..flc~o~ x11)‘) + 
= log x1 -@-‘(A)’ + 
x1 - A 
and t.%‘(B) - X.-I x,-(f)-‘(B) B-6 
B-X,-~ x, - B =B_a* 
~(logcfllc~.-1J”l)‘) 
IlogZ[ + IlogX1 ;!!;(A)[ 
+ logcf)-‘(B) -X.-I B 
B _ x”_1 1 + l,ge/l + (logX” --$;(B)I 
5 2110gZ[ + 2110gE/ 
Illogq + 11og=/q + IlogE 
= Vfl(log f). 
Hence by Proposition 1.1, 
IIIlogcflylll~ I 21-“qlogf’lll~ 5 2s2. 
Now we apply Lemma 2.4 to f^ to obtain 
where by the second estimate of Lemma 2.4, 
lllsilll~ 5; 23K2(lll og@Ylll~ + 23e/min{A, 1 - B)) 
I 23K2(2~2 + 23E/min{A, 1 - B}) 
I 26K3s/min{A, 1 - B}. 
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Thusfis written as a product of three commutators: 
f=ff= [hg21 hg41 hg61 
where gi (i = 1, . . . , 6) satisfy the desired estimates. 0 
The construction offused in the above proof is very useful. We can generalize this as 
follows. 
LEMMA 3.3. Letf be a PL homeomorphism of R with support in [O, 11. Let 0 = a0 c ... < 
ak = 1 be a finite increasing sequence. Put 
f= PL 
( 
Then Illlog(~‘lll~ I III logflll~. 
al, . . . . ak-1, 
f(a,), . . . . f(ak-I), f(ikk) * 
Proof Let {x0, .. . ,x,} (x0 < -.. < x,) be a finite subset of R. In the sum 
we may assume that log(f)‘(xj) - log(f)‘(xj- J has alternating sign. For, if log(f)‘(xj) 
- log(f)‘(xj_ I) and log(f)‘(xj+ I) - lOg(f)‘(xj) have the same sign, 
I l”g(.T)‘(xj) - 10f3(_T)‘(xj-I)Is + 110i3(f)‘(xj+I) - l”g~)‘(xj~Is 
I 110!3(f)‘(xj+l) - 10~t..T)‘(xj-l)Is 
and we get rid of xj in the following argument. NOW if logg)‘(Xj- 1) I logcf)‘(Xj) and 
log(f)‘(xj+ 1) 5 log(f)’ (xj), then in the interval [ai- 1, ai] containing Xj, there exists a point 
yj such that log(f)‘(xj) I log(f)‘(yj). In a similar way, if logv)‘(xj- 1) 2 logcf)‘(xj) and 
log(f)‘(xj+ r) 2 log(J)‘(xj), then in the interval [ai_ 1, ai] containing xj, there exists a point 
yi such that logg)‘(xj) 2 log(f)‘(yj). Thus 
This implies lIIW~~‘llls I llllxf’lllp 
We generalize Lemma 3.1 to juxtapositions of PL homeomorphisms. 
0 
LEMMA 3.4. Let [A, B] be a subinterval of (0, 1) containing [$, j]. For a positiue real 
number a I min{A, 1 - B}E~/~~, let T, denote the translation on R by a. Let E be a positive 
real number such that e/a I so. Let f be a PL homeomorphism with support in [A, B] such that 
If - idi < E and 111 logfIlls I s’for a positive real number E’. Suppose thatfor a positioe integer 
q, there are points x1, o < x2,0 < ... < x,. o in [A, B] and positive integers ql, q2, . . . ,q, 
not greater than q satisfying the following conditions. Lf we put xkJ = (Ta f y’(xk, o) for 
1 I j I qk( I q), then 
Xk.qk < xk+l,O and flbk,qr,Xk+l.01 = id~X~.~.,x~+,.e~ for h = lv...,r - 1 
and 
NDCf) = u txk,O, . . ..%qk}. 
k=l 
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Then f is written as a product of two commutators as follows: 
f = CSI~921 cg3,g41 
where gi (i = 1, . . . . 4) are PL homeomorphisms with support in [0, l] such that 
a 
min {A, 1 - B} 
+ 2”Ki, 2l -l’Bqe’ + 22Ki . 
Proof: Let n be the positive integer such that 
B I (T. fr(xo) < B + a. 
Let g be the PL homeomorphism defined by 
Y, + 4 Y,-I + 4 Y. 
where 
d= & jl @k, 4k - xk, 0 - qkah 
Let h be the PL homeomorphism defined by 
h(x) = (T. f )” (Tag)-“(x) for x E [A, B] 
and h(x) = x elsewhere. Since (TO f )qk translates [xk, 0, xk, 11 = [xk, 0, xk, o i- a] OntO 
cxk. qr, xk. qr + al, we see that WI CY,, Y,+ 11 = id,,,+l, and h is a PL homeomorphism with 
support in [A, B]. As in Lemma 3.1, by Proposition 1.5, 
f = gC(T,s)-‘> hl 
and we can replace T, by t, given by 
t, PL ( 0, 4 4 1 = 0, A + a, B + a, 1 > 
where 111 log(t,)‘llls I 22Ka/min{A, 1 - B}. 
For g, we have xk,qr - xk, o - &a < (qk - l)&, hence 
I4 I &c(qk - lb I & 
and 
For h we have 
hlCA Bl(x) = (T.f )” (Tag)-“(x) = (T,f )” (TJ-“(TJ”(T,g)-“(x) 
and we again have 
Ill log((T,g)“(T,)-“)‘lll~ I 22Kda. 
For (Taf Y (TJ-“, note that log((T,,f Y’)’ = 0 on [xk, qk, xk+ 1.01 and for [xk. i, xk, i+ I 1 = 
[xk, 0, xk, qrl, 
W(TJY‘J’ICxk, i, xk,i+lI = b((T,f ICxk, 03 Xk,q~l)q)‘l [xk. iy xk, i+ll* 
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Hence 
III1og((T,f)“(T,)-“)‘ICXk,O + na~~k,qk + naliti@ = III1og((T,flCxk,O,xk,,,l)q)‘lll~ 
5 ~~~~logfr~cxk,O,~k,,,lIllS. 
Thus by Proposition 1.1, 
Vs(log((T,f)“(T,)-“)‘) s 2’-ic Vs(log((T,f)“(T,)-“)‘I[xk,O + %xk,,, +  na]) 
~28-‘~qaV~(10gfllC~k,0,Xk,~,1) 
I 2s - 1 qp Vs (log f’). 
We have 
IIllogh’lJ(, I 21-“8q~’ + 22Ke/a. 
As in Lemma 3.1, by Lemma 2.1, g is written as a commutator: 
where 
IIIlogh)‘llls = IIIlog~‘llla I 22Wa 
and 
111 log(gl)‘llls 5 23K2max &, t, & I 23 K2u/min{4 1 - B}. 
Thus we have 
f = CSl, s21 ccl37 941 
where g3 = (Tag)-’ and g4 = h. These gi, g2, g3, g4 satisfy the desired estimates. 0 
Now we look at juxtapositions of elementary PL homeomorphisms. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let 6 and E be positive real numbers such that 26.5 I 1 and E I ~~12~3. Let 
f be a PL homeomorphism with support in [A, B] c (0, 1) such that 111 logf’llls I 6s2. Suppose 
that the support off is contained in a disjoint union of N intervals of length 1 and the restriction 
off to each interval is elementary. Suppose also that the distance between any two intervals is 
not smaller than a positive real number L, where the positive real number L satisfies 
EI/L I ~~12~ and L/min{A, 1 -B} IE~/~~. Then 
f = [gl,g21 [g3,g41 k?S,gSl fl 
where the supports of gi (i = 1, . . . , 6) are contained in [0, l] and fl is a PL homeomorphism 
with support in [A - ~1, B + L/2], the support of fi is contained in a disjoint union of 2N 
intervals of length ~(1 + &)I and the restriction off1 to each interval is elementary. Moreover, 
the distance between any two intervals and the distance between an interval and the boundary 
(0, l} are not smaller than a positive real number L/2 = ~(1 + E)I. We havefollowing estimates 
on the norms: 
and 
II(logg/llls I max{23K3(l/L)e + 2K2&, 2*3K2&, 2K2L/min{A, 1 - B}}. 
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Proof: Let [Ak, BJ be an interval where fl [Ab &] is elementary. Put 
Since IIIlogfllls I 6~~, we have If’ - l( I 2-‘@KSs2 and If- idI I 2-‘-“SK6~21 c al. 
tit { %I, 0, * . .Y xk. qk ) be the subset of the orbit of ak under T,,f which is contained in 
(Ak - d, & + El). Then Al, - El < xk, 0 I Al, and & 5 xk, 4,, < Bk + id. Hence 
qk 5 
& - f’h 
El _ 2_l KSE21 + 2 I E _ 2-11 KSE2 + 2 I ‘W1 + 1) I WE. 
We define 
fl [Ak - El, BI, + El] = PL 
xk,l? ak, xk,qk-l+ xk,q,, 
xk.2 - &Iv bk, Xk,qr - El, xk.qr. . 
Then by Lemma 3.4, we have 
f= bi,SZl cs3,941 
where 
)))log(gi)‘lllS I max 
( 
2”K2& + 22K2-1~6E21, 2’-11~(2K/s)&2 + 22K2-LJ6E21 
I 
u (CXk.0, xk, 11 * [Xk,qrl,Xk,qr]). 
k 
Here 
xk,l -&o = &I and xk. 41, - xk,,,k-l s d(l + 2-1’8K8s2) 5 &l(1 + E). 
Put 
hI =?Iu bk.0, xk. 11 and h2 =?I u bk.qr.-lv xk&]. 
k k 
We define fi by 
5 max{23K3(I/L)s + 2K2&, 2.3K2&}. 
Now the support off= (f))‘f is contained in 
fi = hl TL,Z-r(l+a)lhZ(TL/2-a(l+a)l)-l. 
Here we can repla= TL/~-N+~)I by t~/2-~(1+~)~ given by 
tL/Z-e(l+e)z = PL 
( 
0, A - ~(1 + E)l, B + ~(1 + E)l, 1 
A + L/2 - 2&(1 + E)l, B + L/2, 1 > * 0, 
Then fl satisfies the condition on the support. As in the proof of Theorem 3.2, 
v,(log(f^lbk,O, xk, I])‘) + ~(l”fdfI[xk,,,-,, Xk,qr])l) < ~(log(fl[Ak, Bk])‘) 
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and by Proposition 1.1, 
vsmal)‘) 5 2~-1C~Va(log(flCx,o,Xk.11)1) + ~(lOg(fllCxr,(Ir,-l,Xk.q~l)l)} 
k 
I 2B-‘c V,(log(fi[Ak, Bkl)‘) 
k 
< 28-l Q(logf’). -
Hence IIIlogf;lllB I 2’-‘lB IIIlogflll,+ We have 
f^= hi ht = cgs,s6l”fl 
where 
Cs5 = M 
Ill b(gdllls 5 Ill ha-1)‘lllp s 21-1’Blll lf.xfIIl, 
5 26E2 
96 = h/2-~(1 +e)l 
111 log(g6)‘Illfl 5 z2K(L/2 - &(I + &)l/min{A - &(I -t &)I, 1 - B - &(I + &)I} 
Thus we have 
I 2K2L/min{A, 1 - B}. 
where these gi satisfy the desired estimates. 0 
Remark. The ratio l/L becomes maller forfl. In fact, 
E(1 + &)I 
L/2 - E(1 + &)I 
I I?&I/L. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Under the same assumption us that of Lemma 3.5, 
f= fi CL72i-l,gZil _L 
( i=l > 
where fS is a PL homeomorphism with support in [A - &l/(1 - ~(1 + E)), B + L], the support 
off3 is contained in a disjoint union of 2” N intervals of length (~(1 + 6))’ 1 and the restriction of 
fS to each interval is elementary and the minimal length between the intervals is not smaller than 
4 1 - 2&(1 + E)- 
{ 
1 l - t24 + &)Y > 4: 
I i L l-2&(1+&) -2” 
1 - 2pE(1 + 8); 
1 
2 L/2”+‘. 
We have the following estimates on the norms: 
IIIlog_Clll&q I 21-1’qIIlogflll~ < 21-“@8E2 
and 
IIIloggfll(,r I max(23K3(l/L)e + 2K26.s,2~3K26s, 2K2L/min(A, 1 -B)). 
Proof For the estimate for logf,‘, note that the sum of the j%variations 5 of the 
derivatives of the elementary PL homeomorphisms which are the restrictions ofj; is not 
greater than that offs_ i, hence it is not greater than that off: For the estimates for log gi, by 
the remark above, the estimates become better as s becomes bigger. 0 
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By using Lemma 2.4, we obtain the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.7. Under the same assumption as that of Lemma 3.5 suppose also that s satisfies 
(SE)S(Z/L)Nl’@ I CE 
for some positive real number C, then 
where 
i=l 
I~~logg~lllsImax 23K3(1/L)~+2KZ6e,2.3K26~,2K2 L min{A, 1 - I?}’ 
25-2’8K2(26s2 + 23C4 . 
Proof By Lemma 2.4,f, in Corollary 3.6 is written as a commutator: 
f,=cs 6s+l, g6s+2 1 
where 
IIIlOg (SJ’IIIp I 25-2’aK2 Illlogfr:llls + (2SN)1”22iE~,~~~‘S’ 
> 
I 25-2’8K2(21-1’88s2 + 23(5s)“(l/L)N1’9 
Here we used 2i+iis(1 + E) I 22(1 + 2-‘) I 5. 0 
4. MODIFICATIONS IN PL HOMEOMORPHISMS 
In this section, we develop a method to modify PL homeomorphisms to the form of 
juxtaposition of elementary PL homeomorphisms by multiplying small commutators. 
First we study the decomposition of PL homeomorphisms into PL homeomorphisms 
with estimates on the norms and the numbers of non-differentiable points. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let f be a PL homeomorphism of R with support in [0, l] such that 
NND(f) = N + 2. Let N,, N, ,..., N, be positive integers such that N, + N2 + ... + 
N, = N. Then there are PL homeomorphisms f f t, 2, . . .,fi of R with support in [0, l] such that 
(9 f =fi 0 ... ofi, 
(ii) NND(fi) = Ni + 2, and 
(iii) IIIlog$l/ls I 2~~~logf’llls for i = 1, . . ..r. 
In other words, zff is a composition of N elementary PL homeomorphisms then f is written as 
a composition of PL homeomorphimsfi which are compositions of Nt elementary PL homeo- 
morphisms with the above estimates. 
Proof: The graphs of the PL homeomorphismsfi 0... ofi (i = 1, . . ., r) are obtained from 
the graph off by connecting several non-differentiable points by line segments. Then by 
Lemma 3.3, Illlog (fi 0 e+. ofi)‘lll,, I ()Ilogf,‘l(lB. This gives the desired estimates forh. 0 
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The method of decomposition described in the above lemma does not give sufficiently 
good control on the norms offi. The following lemma yields better estimates for a PL 
homeomorphismfwith NND(f) large with respect o the number of PL homeomorphisms 
to be decomposed. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let f be a PL homeomorphism of R with support in [0, l] such that 
NND(f) = N + 2. Let No, N1, . . . . N, be positive integers such that N,, + N1 + ... + 
N, = N and No 2 2r. Then there are PL homeomorphisms fO, fi, . . ..fr of R with support in 
CO, 1 J such that 
(i) f =fOo...ofr, 
(ii) NND(S, ) = Ni + 2 for i = 0, . . ..r. 
(iii) Illlogf6,lll~ I Il hsf’lll~, 
(iv) the supports offi (i = 1, . . . . k) are contained in disjoint interoals of (0, l), and 
(v) II=, v,(l%.C) 5 2s I. 
Proof: Let f be given as 
( 
aO~al~...~aN~aN+l 
f=PL bo,bl ,..., bN,bN+, . > 
We definef, to be the PL homeomorphism such that the non-differentiable points are ao, 
a19aN,+2? ‘N, + 39’N, + N,+4, aN, + N, + 5, ..? aN, + + N,_, +2(r- ,), aNI + + N,_, +2@ ,)+ ,, aN, + .._ + 
N, + 2rt aN,+.-~+N,+2r+l,aN,+...+N,+2r+2,...,aN,aN+, and the values of these points are 
those of$ 
a0~al~aN,+2~aN,+3raN,+N1+4raN,+N~+5~...,~N,+...+N..,+2(r-~), 
f”=pL b b b b ( 01 1, N,+27 N,+39 b b N,+N,+4> N,+Nz+5,.*., bN, + ... + N,., + 2(r - 1)~ 
aN~+~~~+N,_~+2~r-1)+1~aN,+...+N,+2~~~N,+...+N,+2r+1,~N,+...+N,+2r+2 ,..., aN,aN+l 
b N, + + N,_, +2(r- I)+ 1, b N,+...+N,+Zr> b N,+...+N,+2r+I, b N,+...+N,+2,+2 ,..., > bN>bN+, ’ 
Then& coincides with f on [a,, + + N, + 21, aN + I] and the support off; ’ f is 
and we put 
fi=fC'flCa N,+ ‘..+ N;., +Z(i- I)+ 1, aN,+ +N,+2i I. 
Then by Lemma 3.3, we obtain )))logf6.111a I Illlogf’]]ls, hence Illlog(f;l f)‘lllp 
I 211110gf’llls. Thus 
i v,e%vT) s Wlog (fi’f)‘) 528 J$(logf’). 0 
i=l 
We try to write a PL homeomorphism f in a form f = fl [ gl, gz], where fl is a juxtaposi- 
tion of small PL homeomorphisms with smaller numbers of non-differentiable points, and 
[ gl, gz] is a small commutator. So the support of fi would be contained in a union of 
q intervals of length l/q of the interval containing the support off: We would like to arrange 
the number of non-differentiable points of the restriction off1 to each interval to be the l/q 
of that ofJ: We use the following Lemma 4.3 when the number of non-differentiable points 
of the restriction to each interval is different to each other. The situation of Lemma 4.3 is 
that there are r boxes and the kth box has q small boxes and pk homeomorphisms and that 
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we exchange homeomorphisms between small boxes in each big box. This is an easy 
application of Proposition 1.5. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let q, r and pl, . . ., p, be positive integers. For a positive real number a, let T,, 
denote the translation by a. Let [Akr Ak + qa] (k = 1, . . . . r) be disjoint subintervals of 
[A, B] c (0,l). Let Jo“ (k = 1, . . . . r, i = 1, . .., pk) be PL homeomorphisms with support in 
[AL, Ak + a]. Let jik): { 1, . . . . pk} + (0, . . . . q - l} (k = 1, . . . . r, m = 1,2) be functions such that 
jAk) (i) 2 jAk) (i’) for i 5 i’. For m = 1,2, put 
F, = fl T;?‘(l) f;“’ To- i:‘(l) o . . . C, T~I’!L’(Pk) f$’ Ta-.i!?(I*). 
k 
Then 
T,,F, = hT,,FIh-’ 
where 
hlLk=(T,FZILk)‘(T,FIILk)-’ for Ik= [Ak, Ak+qU] (k= l,...,r) 
and h is the identity on R - U[A,, Ak + qa]. Here To can be replaced by any PL homeomor- 
phism t, which coincides with T, on [A, B]. Moreover, we have 
Illlog h’lllp I 22-2’8q(llllog(F~)‘llls + Illlog (f’2)‘llld 
Proof: The first part of the lemma follows from Proposition 1.5. Since Ik = [A,, 
Ak + qa] are disjoint, by Proposition 1.1, we have 
b(log h’) < c 2’- 1 &@gh’ 1 I,) 
k=l 
= i 28-‘(Ilb’fSh’IIklllp~ 
k=l 
= i 2’-’ (qlllbit J’; l Iklllj? + qlb3 F; 1 lki&dB 
k=l 
k=l 
< 22’s-‘2 q8 (I$(log F;) + I$(log F;)) - 
I 228-2 q(llllogF; Ills + Illlog J’; lllsf 
Thus we obtain the estimate. 0 
In the following two lemmas, we express a PL homeomorphism f in the form 
f=_A Cslps21, where h is a juxtaposition of small PL homeomorphisms with smaller 
numbers of non-differentiable points, and [gl, g2] is a small commutator. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let p and q be positive integers. For a positive real number a, let T,, denote the 
translation by a. Let f be a PL homeomorphism with support in the disjoint union uk u:= 1 
(Al, + (i - I)a, Ak + ia) of intervals and U[A,, Ak + qa] c [A, B] c (0, 1). suppose that 
NND(f 1 [Ak, Ak + qa]) I qN + 2for k = 1, . . . . r. Then there are PL homeomorphisms fl, g1 
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and g2 such that 
and 
f=_f1 cg19 6321 
NND (fi I [Ak + (i - l)a, A, + ia]) I N + 2 (k = 1, . . ., r; i = 1, . . . . q). 
Moreover, ifjlllogf’ Ills < E, then 
and 
(jllOg(gi)' Ills I max(2’q(l + 2’q)e, 2’ Ka/min {A, 1 - B) + 2’qe) (i = 1, 2). 
Proof: Note thatf(A, + ia) = Ak + ia (i = 0, . . . . q) and letfl [Ak + (i - l)a, Ak + ia] be 
a composition of Ilk) elementary PL homeomorphisms. Then 
We can decompose IF) into a sum of q non-negative integers 
l(k) = p(k 0 + . . . + p(k 0 
‘ 1 Q 
and decompose N into a sum of q non-negative integers 
N = vy?i) + . . . + ,$ki’ 




(k Q), /@> Q- 1) &q-l) 
7 ..*, PQ ) . . .) /A:“* l), . . .) @ l) 
,,(k Q) ,,(k Q), ,,(k Q - 1) (k. q- 1) 





coincide after deleting zero terms. 
This decomposition can always be done. 
Now, by Lemma 4.1,fl [A, + (i - l)U, Ak + iU] iS decomposed as fOtlOWs: 
fl [.& + (i - l)a, Ak + ia] = fi”v i, . , . f4(k, i) 
where f!“* i, is a product of ,u~ 3 (k* i, elementary PL homeomorphisms. By Lemma 4.1, 
Illb3(fj(k~i)),lll~ 5 2lllhit(fl[AI, + 6 - 114 Al, + ialYIlla. 
Note that by Proposition 1.1, 
; v,@xu-I [Ak + (i - lb4 Ak + ialY) 5 J$@w-‘). 
We can write fin the form of Lemma 4.3: 
f= ~,-l,,Q+‘flk,Q’~~-l)~~Q+l ... r~-1(T~Q+l~k,Q)T~-1)T~Q+l . ..flkU_-$J). 
By the condition above the sequence 
T-Q+lfi(kQ) Tj-‘, ,.., T-Q+lf(kQ) TQ-’ k. 1) (I (I f’“, 1) q (I ,*.., 1 f’ ,--., q 
can be regrouped into 
(k Q) 
91 ,.*.tgq 
(k Q), g”. Q - 1) &Q-l) 
,...,gq 
0, 1) (k 1) 
1 7 . ...91 9 .-.,gq 
by subtracting and adding the identities, where g?s Q) is a product of VP Q) elementary PL 
homeomorphisms. 
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Put 
Then by Lemma 4.3, we have 
TOfi = h TJh-‘, 
and we can replace T, by t, defined by 
t, = PL ( 0, A, 4 1 0, A + a, B + a, 1 > 
where llllog(t,)’ Ills I 22 Ka/min (A, 1 - B). 
We have the following estimate onfi: 
vB(log(fi)‘) 5 c 2a-1 l$(log(f, I [At + 6 - l)a, Al, + ia])‘) 
k, i 
8 
5 c2~-1q~-1c v,(log(g~*“)‘) 
k, i i 
5 2fl- l qb - 1 c v, (log@ “)‘) 
k, i, j 
5 28- ’ q8- 1 1 2’ l’$(log(fj [z’& + (i - l)& .‘& + iff])‘) 
k, i, i 
< 228-i q’ 1 6 (lOg(fl [ Ak + (i - l)a, Ak + ia])‘) 
k, i 
Thus 
5 22fl - l q@ v, (log f’). 
We have 
Illl%(fl)‘lll&¶ 5 22-1’8~llllog f’lllp 
where 
f= t.‘h-’ tOfi h =fi[(tJi)-‘, h-‘1 
and 
IIIlw3h’llls 5 22-2’84(lllflll~ + Illf1llla) 5 224u + 22q)E 
llllog(t.fl)‘llls I 2* Ka/min {A, 1 - B} + 22 qc. 0 
If the number of non-differentiable points is big with respect o the number of pieces to 
be decomposed, then we can use Lemma 4.2. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let p and q be positive integers. For a positive real number a, let T, denote the 
translation by a. Let f be a PL homeomorphism with support in the disjoint union U[Akr 
Ak + qa] of intervals and lJIAk, Al, + qa] c [A, B] c (0, 1). Suppose that 
f(A, + ia) = Ak + ia (i = 0, . . . . q) and NND(iI [A,, Ak + qa]) I qN + 2 fir k = 1, . . . . r, 
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where N 2 49. Then there are PL homeomorphisms fi, g1 and g2 such that 
f =f1 CSh 921 
and 
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NND(f,\[A,+(i-i)a,A,+ia])lN+2 (k=l,..., r;i=l,..., 4). 
Moreover, if (((logf’ IJJB I E, then 
Illlog(fI)‘llls I (1 + 22-1’B31-1’B)~ 
and 
IlllOg( llla 5 max{23 7qc,2’3& + 2* Ka/min (A, 1 - B}} (i = 1, 2). 
Proof Let fl [Ak + (i - l)a, Ak + ia] be a composition of 1;“) elementary PL homeo- 
morphisms. Then 
4 
1 Aik’ I qN. 
i=l 
We can decompose $“ into a sum of q + 1 non-negative 
ljk) = ,@ 0 + . . , + $. 0 
integers 
and decompose N into a sum of 4 non-negative integers 
satisfying the following conditions: 
1. [f,$k) 5 N, then &yi) = Al”), $*i) = . . . = $yi) = 0. 
If A(ik) > N, then @ i, = 2q. 
2. The sequences 
and 
‘k 4) ‘k 4) Pl 2 ...‘cL4 , #kq- 1) 1 p’k, q- 1) ‘k 1) ‘k 1) 9 a*‘, q ,...,p1 3 . . ..p 4 
,,‘k q), v’k q), v’k q), $9 q- ‘), v(2k. q- U, v:“. q- 1) 
1 2 3 
,,‘k 11, ,,‘k ‘I, ,,(k 1) 
3 *a*, 1 2 3 
coincide after deleting zero terms. 
This decomposition can always be done by the following reason. Since N 2 4q, if 
IZik) > N, then ,I?) - 2q 2 N - 2q 2 N/2. We fill up the demands of the parts where Af) < N 
by the supplies of the part where $‘I > N from the larger index i, then the demand of one 
part is supplied by at most 3 parts. 
Now, by Lemma 4.2, f 1 [Ak + (i - l)a, Ak + ia] is decomposed as follows: 
f 1 [Ak + (i - f)a, Ak + iU] = f”’ i) f (” ‘) 0 1 . ..jy’ 
wheref!k* i,is a product of ,Ij ‘k, ‘) elementary PL homeomorphisms. Note that the supports of 
f’“. 4) 
1 
’ f(y . . ..fp 'I,... , ..‘> q ,f('q )are contained in disjoint intervals. 
First we decompose f as ‘follows: 
wheref, I [Ak + a(i - l), A, + ai] = fc* i, and F1 I [A, + a(i - l), Ak + ai] = f:, i) . . . CT i), 
Then by Lemma 4.2, 
1 J$(log(flk,i))‘) <2flb((logf’). 
k, i, i 
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We can also write F1 in the form of Lemma 4.3: 
F1 = nT~-1(T~-9+1nk.q)T~-1)T~-q+1 ... T.4-1(T,-q+1~,q)T~-1)T,-4+1 ...flk*l)...el). 
k 
By the condition (2) the sequence 
T;q+lflk*q)Tj-l,..., T,-q+rf6k.q)T,4-1 ,..., f;k.l) ,..., $U) 
can be regrouped into 
91 
(k. q), &. q), #. q), #. 4 - 1) 
3 1 
, &-l), &rU, . . . . &, 11, &. l), & 1) 
by subtracting and adding the identities, where gB3 q, is a product of vF* q, elementary PL 
homeomorphisms. 
Put 
FZ= T.g-rgy,‘,)TU-q+l T~-lg$‘+7)TO-‘I+l T,4-1g~.‘1)T,-4+1...g~.1)g~,1)g:k,1), 
Then by Lemma 4.3, we have 
TaFZ=hT,,Flh-l 
and we can replace T, by t, defined by 
t,=PL ( 0, 4 4 1 
0, A + a, B + a, 1 > 
where Illlog( llls I 22 Ku/min {A, 1 - B} as before. 
We have the following estimate on F2: 
v,(log(F,)‘)< x2- J$(log(F2I[Ak+(i- l)U, A,‘+ ia])‘) 
k, i 
5 C 28- 1 b(log( s\k. 9 & 0 &. i))‘) 
k, i 
5 i P-l (Ill~ogkp’)‘lll~ + Illl0g(&*“)‘Ill~ + llllog(g:k~i’)‘lll~)B 
k, i 
I c2b-’ 3@-1(&l(log(g~V’))‘) + v,(log(g:k,i))r) + Q(log(g:k*“)‘)) 
k,i 
Thus 
5 28-l 38’Jj &(log(fj’k,i))r) 
1 9 
I 2s-1 3@-r 2s f$(logf’). 
IIIlog( F2)‘llls I 22-1’831-1’811110gflIlla. 
Since llllog( FI)‘lllp I 4111og f’lllp 5 28, 
Illlogh’lllp 5 22-2’8~(llIF~Ill~ + Ill F2lll,9) I z3 W. 
Hence by puttingf, =fo F2, 
f=foF1 =fot.’ h-‘t, F2h =fi[(ta F2)-‘, h-l]. 
Here 
Illl0g(_f1)‘llls s (1 + 22-“% and llllog(t, F2)‘llls I 22 Ku/min {A, 1 - B} + 223~. q 
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5. MAIN THEOREM 
In this section, we prove Theorem B. Let K and co be the positive real numbers fixed in 
the beginning of Section 2. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let q be a positive integer. Let E be a positive real number such that 
E I min {A, 1 - B} ~~12~. Let f be a PL homeomorphism of R with support in [A, B] 
([t, 31 c [A, B] c (0, 1)) such that 
Jlllog f’ [[Is I 6~~ and NND(f) I 4~~~ + 2 
where 22q+6 (1 + 2 2-1/831-118)q8~ < 1. Then 
te(q+ 1) 
f = n CgZi-l9~CJZil 
i=l 
where the support of gi (i = 1, . . ., 32(q + 1)) is contained in [0, l] and there exists a positive 
real number c depending only on q, A, B, and 6 such that 
IllhI Sflll~ 5 fx 
The following Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 reduce Theorem 5.1 to Lemma 3.7. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let E be a positive real number such that E I min {A, 1 - B} ~~12~. Let fm be 
a PL homeomorphism of R with support in [A, B] ([b, a] c [A, B] c (0, 1)) satisfying the 
following conditions: 
1. Illlog fAllIs I 6,e3, where 6, 2 1 and 266,s I 1, 
2. the support of fm is contained in a disjoint union of intervals of length (3~/4)~1 
(1 = B - A), 
3. the restriction offm to each interval has at most 4emeq + 2 (q - m 2 2) non-difirenti- 
able points, and 
4. the minimal distance between the intervals is at least (3.514)” l/3. 
Then fm is written as follows: 
fm = [g1, g2l b3> 941 b5? 961 b7, SE] fm+ 1. 
Here 
(i) the supports Of gi (i = 1, . . . . 8) are contained in [0, 11, 
(ii) the support offm+l is contained in a disjoint union of intervals of length (3&/4)“+’ 
which is contained in [A - (3e/4)“’ ‘, B + (3s/4)“+ ‘1, 
(iii) the restriction offm+t to each interval has at most 4~“-~+’ + 2 non-difirentiable 
points, and 
(iv) the minimal distance between the intervals is at least (3&/4)“” l/3. 
We have following estimates on the norms; 
IIIh3(fm+1Ylllp 5 Z2(1 + z2 
and 
Illlogg~llls I max{23 K3 (E’2)(3E’4)m1 
min {A, 1 - B} 
+ 22 K2 6, E’, 257K2 6, E’}. 
Proof Put Xi = (T,f)‘(A) (i = 0, . . . . i), where 
a = (e/2) (3s/4)” 1 
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and B s x, c B + a. Let fbe the PL homeomorphism given by 
- 
f= pL ( f(x2 .f,;;: :::: ,xTT1;: f,x:; > . 
Then by Lemma 3.3, we have 
Illlog m’llls s lllhf’III, g 4n&3. 
Put f^= (f)>-’ f, then we have Il(log (p)‘llls I 26 ,,, .s3. The supports ofj’andfare contained in 
a disjoint union of intervals II, of length 
(3&/4)” I+ 2a I (1 + e)(3~/4)~ I I K(3&/4)“1 = 2aK/&. 
The minimal distance between the intervals is at least 
(3&/4)“1/3 - 2a 2 (l/(3&) - 1)2a 2 253a. 
By Lemma 3.4,fis written as a product of two commutators: 
f= CC?19 s21 c93,941. 
Since logf’ I 2-“8~~~10gf’llla 5 2-1/86,~3, 
If- idI I IS- idI I 2-‘-“SK6,s3(3s/4)m1 5 K~,,,E~u. 
Hence, if Zk = [Xir, Xik+k]p then 
L?Ka/E < ~K/E 
Pk ’ a - If- idI - 1 - KC?,,,&’ - 
-C 2K2/&. 
Here we used 26,~ I 1. Hence by Lemma 3.4, we obtain the following estimates: 




min{A-a, 1 -B-a} 
+ 22K If- idl -> 
a 
2l- 1’8 q l//log (f)‘jlJ, + 22K If - idI - 
a I 
(s/2) (3s/4)” 1 
min {A, 1 - B} 
+ 22 K Kh,, &‘a 
a ’ 




(c/2) (3s/4)” 1 min {A, 1 - B} + 22 K26, E’, 223K2 6, E2 . 
The restriction offto each interval Ik = [Xir, Xc+,] is a product of at most 4&m-q + 
IKE- ’ elementary PL homeomorphisms and we decompose jas follows. Write 
f= hl h2 = h* hl 
where the support of hi is contained in uy$I [xzj+i_r, Xzj+i] (i = 1, 2). Put 
h3 = (TO)-’ h2 T, hl. 
Then 
f^= h2hl = [II,, (T,)-‘]h,. 
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Here we replace T, by t, defined by 
t, = PL ( 0, A - 2a, B + a, 1 0, A - a, B + 2a, 1 > 
where 
Illlog( ills I 2’Ka/min {A - 2a, 1 - B - a} I 22 K’a/min {A, 1 - B}. 
For hi (i = 1, 2), we have 
Hence 
Illlogw Ills 2 z2 &n&3. 
Note that the restriction of h3 to each interval Ik = [Xik) Xik+a] is a product of at most 
4crn-q + IKE- ’ elementary PL homeomorphisms. 
In Ik = IX&, xik+mlv we already know that p& I 2K’I.c. For 0 I j < p&, we see that 
j-l 
lXcr+j - Xir -@I I 1 ITa(f- id)xil 
i=l 
I (j - 1) K6,E2a 
I (2K2/t$ KSmc2a 
I 2K36,Ea 
I 2-2a. 
Here we used 26 8,~ I 1. 
Now we apply Lemma 4.5 to T2, and (h3)-l, and we obtain PL homeomorphisms g7 
and gs such that 
h3 = c97, &3l”Lm+I 
where the support of fn+ 1 is contained in a disjoint union of intervals of length 
a + 2*2-2a = (3&/4)“+’ which is contained in [A - (3&/4)“+ ‘, B + (3&/4)*+ ‘1 and the 
minimal distance between the intervals is at least a - 2. 2-2a = (3~/4)“+ ’ Z/3. 
We may assume q in Lemma 4.5 is not smaller than E-~ + 2. In fact, for 
E-l + 2 5 j 5 E-l + 3, 
IXir+2j - Xik - 2jal I2(E-’ + 3)K6,e2a 
I 2K26,Ea 
I 2-3a 
and 2ja I (3~/4)” 1+ 6a. Hence 
Xir+l - Xh+2j 2 235a - 6a - a 2 33a. 
Note also that q in Lemma 4.5 is not greater than K2~-‘. 
Since 4~‘“~~ + 2K2&-’ I 4&m-q+‘(~-’ + 2), the restriction off,+1 to each interval is 
a product of at most 4~~-~+ ’ elementary PL homeomorphisms. For&+ 1, g7 and gs, we 
have 
Illlog(fm+l)‘llla I (1 + 22-1’B31-1’s)226,~3 
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and 
llllOg(gi)‘jll~ S max 237K2~-‘226,~3, 223*226,~3 + 22K2 (E’2) (3E’4)m1 
min {A, 1 - B} 
5 max 257K2&,e2,2436,~3 + 23 K (E/2) (3&/4)” l = min {A, 1 (i 7, 8). 0 - B) 
LEMMA 5.3. Let E be a positive real number such that E 5 min {A, 1 - B}.z,/~~. Let&_ I be 
a PL homeomorphism of R with support in [A, B] satisfying the following conditions: 
1. llllogf,‘_,llls I &-l&3, where 6,-I 2 1 and 266,_1e I 1, 
2. the support off,_ 1 is contained in a disjoint union of intervals of length (3~/4)~-’ 1 
(1 = B - A), 
3. the restriction of&_ 1 to each interval has at most 4~~ ’ non-diflerentiable points, and 
4. the minimal distance between the intervals is at least (3~/4)~-’ l/3. 
Then f4_ 1 is written as follows: 
h-1 = h, g2l b3, 941 b5, 961 b7, dfq* 
Here 
(i) the supports of gi (i = 1, . . ., 8) are contained in [0, 11, 
(ii) the support off, is contained in a disjoint union of intervals of length (3~/4)~, 
(iii) the restriction off4 to each interval is a product of 4 elementary PL homeomorphisms, 
(iv) the minimal distance between the intervals is at least (3~/4)~ l/3. 
We have following estimates on the norms: 
llllog(f,)‘lll,j I 22-1’8K2Bq-1~2 
and 
Illloggflllr I max 24 K5 6,_ 1 E, 23K 
Proo$ We go through as in the proof of Lemma 5.2 and we use Lemma 4.4 instead of 
Lemma 4.5. 0 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. For m = 0,. .., q - 2 we use Lemma 5.2, where we put 
6, = 22m(l + 22-11s31-118)“6. Then since 266q_2~ I 1, we have 
wl- 1) 
f= n C92i-19 gZil_&-1. 
i=l 
Here, for 6,-l = 22(q-1) (1 + 22-1/@31-1/@)q-1b, 
and 
Illh3(f,-1)‘lllp s 82-1E2 
llllogdlll~ 5 ma 
W) 1 
min{A, 1-B) 
+ 22K2bq-l~2 , 257K26q-1e2 (1 I i I 84 - 8). 
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Now by Lemma 5.3, since 26 6,- 1 E 5 1, we have 
f= fi CgZi-19 gZilfq* 
i=l 
Here we have 
and 
llllogg~llls 2 max 24K58q_1~,23K (E’2)(3E’4)q-11 
min {A, 1 - B} 
(8q - 7 I i I 8q). 
We can decompose f, = hl . . . h4 so that hj ( j = 1,2,3,4) is a juxtaposition of at most 
(3~/4)-~ elementary PL homeomorphisms with support in a disjoint union of intervals of 
length (3~/4)~ and the minimal distance between the intervals is at least (3s/4)4 l/3. Now we 
apply Lemma 3.7 for hi. Here for 6, = 22 - ‘I8 K2 6,_ 1, 
Illlog(hj)‘lll~ s 6qe2. 
Note that 
Then, since 26,s I 1, hj is written as follows: 
3(q+l)+l 
where 
l(llog(g~))‘llls I max 
I 
233K3~ + 2K26,c, 2*3K26,c,2K2 (3s/4)q/3 
min{A, 1 -B}’ 
25-2’8K2(28q~2 + 237q5.3~) . 
Hence we have 
lWr+r) 
f= n Cg2i-19 92il 
i=l 
and we can find a positive real number c depending only on q, A, B and 6 such that 
Illlw sflllp I CE* 
6. STABLE APPROXIMATIONS 
In this section, we stably approximate a 2-cycle of GE+“(R) or Gk.Y@(R) by 2-cycles of 
PL, (R). 
A 2-cycle of Gi +“(R) or G$V@(R) is geometrically represented by a C’ +a or CL*fi foliated 
R-product with compact support over a closed oriented surface C, i.e. ,a foliation of Z x R 
transverse to the fibers of the projection Z x R + C which coincides with the product 
foliation with leaves C x {*} outside a compact set. This foliated R-product is determined by 
the holonomy homomorphism rrl (C) + Gi +“(R) or GtPVn(R). 
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If we fix generators of n1 (C), the topology of the space of foliated R-products is given so 
that a sequence of foliated R-products converges if the holonomies along the generators 
converge. For Cl+” foliated R-products, this topology does not depend on the choice of the 
generators of rcl(C) and in fact this topology is the same as the one given so that a sequence 
of foliated R-products converges if for any y E rci (C), the holonomy along y converges. The 
reason is that GE+“(R) is a topological group, and this topology is the usual topology of 
a representation space. But this is not the case for C ‘~~6 foliated R-products because 
G$T~~(R) is not a topological group. However, as we show in Lemma 6.2, the group 
operations of G, ‘.fi(R) are continuous at the elements of the subgroup Gz +“(R) for a > l/p 
and to approximate a C’ +’ foliated R-product by C L,V@ foliated R-products, we can use the 
usual notion of convergence. 
For a Cl+” foliated R-product 9 with compact support over a closed oriented surface 
CN of genus N, a stabilization of 9 is a foliated R-product over the connected sum CN # ZM 
such that the holonomy homomorphism n 1 (C, # C,) + GE +“(R) factors through the holo- 
nomy homeomorphism rrl(Zlv) + G,’ +“(R) of 9, i.e. the holonomy of the stabilization 
coincides with that of 9 for the first 2N usual generators and is the identity for the last 2M 
usual generators. In other words, the stabilization is the *-sum 9tsr.9 of 9 and the trivial 
foliated R-product B over CM. The *-sum is similar to that described in [lo], and F*9 is 
obtained from the disjoint union of foliated products 9 and 9 with a tubular neighbour- 
hood of a fiber of each foliated product deleted by identifying along the boundary. The 
2-cycle represented by a stabilization is homologous to the original 2-cycle. 
As we show in Lemma 6.4, PL,(R) is dense in GE+*(R) in the topology of G$“(R) 
(/I > l/a). So we can only show that a Cl+” -foliated R-product (0 < a I 1) with compact 
support over a surface is stably approximated by a PL foliated R-product with compact 
support with respect o the topology of GtpYa(R) (jI > l/a). 
For a C' +=-foliated R-product over the surface CN, if we approximate the holonomies 
along the usual generators of nr(C) by PL homeomorphisms, then Lemma 6.2 and 
Corollary 6.3 show that the product of commutators of them which was originally the 
identity becomes a PL homeomorphism close to the identity, and we can apply Theorem 5.1 
to it. Then the PL approximations of the holonomies along the generators together with 
these PL homeomorphisms defines an approximation of a stabilization of the original 
2-cycle. This is the idea of the proof of Theorem D. 
For G$“(R) we also show in Lemma 4.6 that PL,(R) is dense in G$Yfl(R) in the 
topology of G$Vi (R) ( j?’ 2 /I). For C ‘& foliated R-products over the surface CN, we need to 
fix the generators of rcl(CN) to fix a topology of the space of foliated products. For 
a dL*v~ foliated R-product over the surface CN, even if we approximate the holonomies along 
the usual generators of xi(C,) by PL homeomorphisms, the product of commutators of 
them might not be close to the identity. Hence we need to modify the notion of stabilization. 
This is done in Theorem 6.5. 
Now we restate Theorem D. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let 9 be a foliated R-product with support in [d , $1 over the closed surface 
CN of genus N of class C’ +Or (0 < a I 1). Let j? be a positive real number greater than l/a. Then 
there are a positive integer M and a family of PL foliated R-products Fk with support in [0, l] 
over CN#ZM such that Fk converges to the stabilization p*B of 9 in the CL,Yp topology. 
Here the meaning of convergence is that for any y E nl(CN# C,), the holonomy along 
y converges. In particular, tf l/a < /I < 2, the Godbillon-Vey invariant GV(Sk) converges to 
G V(F). 
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In the following lemma, we show that for fi > l/a, the product (composition) in G$“((O, 
1)) is continuous at the elements of Gi +’ ((0,l)). Hence if the holonomies along generators of 
rci (C, # CM) converge to elements of GE +Ir ((0, l)), then for any y E rrl(ZN#CY), the holo- 
nomy along y converges. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let a and /3 be positive real numbers such that 1 I l/a < 8. 
(i) The composition (fI,f2) -+fi of2 in G, L*c is continuous at (fi,f2 ) withf, of class Cl+“. 
Moreover,for ( gl, g2) E G, L9yn 0 1)) x G~9y~((0, 1)) such that llllog (fi ( gz)-‘)‘llls I .s0/2, we (( , 
have 
where 
Illh3 @I 092)(fi~f2)-1)1111~ s lllh s; - lWf;lllp 
+ 3~“IIlogf;Il.~(llllog s; - hflll,)“-“~ + llW% s; - h3f;lll&9 
lllogf; IIC” = SUP 
I 1% _f; 6) - 1% _f; (Y) I 
lx - Yl” . 
(ii) The inversion f H f-’ in G$yp is continuous at f of class Cl’=. Moreover, for 
gE G, (( 9 L.V~ 0 1)) such that I~~log(fg-‘)‘~~~8 I .s,,/2, we have 
Illlog k-’ f)'lllp 5 Illlog 9’ - lwfllls + 3K” Il~~~f’~f-‘Il~~lll~~~~fs-‘~‘llls)”-”8. 
Proof: We follow the argument in Proposition 4.6 of [ZO]. First note that 
Illlog K91”92)(fl ~fJ’)‘llls = Illlog (SI 092)’ - log(fi~f2Mls 
and 
I&% (Sl og2)’ - 1% (fi of2)‘)(x)I s lh3 dl(92(x)) - logf;(g2(x))l 
+ lh% f; ( 92 (x)1 - 1% f; (f2 (4) I 
+ Ilog s; (4 - 1% f; (4 I. 
Put cp = log f; and F = f2(g2)-’ and C = I/log f[Ilc=. Then 
llllogf; O92 - l%f;~filllp = lll’p”92 - cp”~0921118 = III9 - ‘p”~III,. 
Let A = {x1, .. ..xk} be a finite subset of R. Since 11 F - idlIe < K2-‘-“811110g F’llls, 
KCP o F(xi) - cP(xi)) - (CP “F(xi- I I- cP(Xi- 1))1 
is always smaller than 2C(K2-‘-“~IIjlog F’llls)“. For those Xi-l and Xi such that 
lx{ - xi-11 2 Illlog F’lll~, we use this estimate and we obtain an estimate for the sum over 




CBKaP28-aB-1 (Illlog F’lll,#’ 
= 2B-=s-1 KaBCB(llllog F’Jlls)“B-l. 
Now, since 1lF’ - 1 IIco I K2-“B llllog F’ Ills, 
I F’I I 1 + K2-“8 llllog F’llls I K. 
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For those Xi_ 1 and Xi such that [Xi - xi-11 I llllog F’llls, we obtain IF(xi) 
-F(xr_,)l IKlXi-Xi-ll, and 
I(cP’ F(xi) - cP(Xi)) - (Cp o F(xi- 1) - cPtxi- I))1 s CK”Ixi - xi-l 1’. 
The sum for such xi_ 1 and Xi is estimated by 
Cl(O”f(xi) - cPtxi)) - (cP”f(xi-l) - cP(Xi-l))l’ 5 CCsKaalXi - Xi-l Ias 
Ix CBK@(llllOg F’lll@).‘-’ lXi - Xi-1 l 
I CWq~~log F’lll )@-’ B * 
Thus we obtain 
V&OF - cp) I (2fi-=fi-l + l)C@ Kqlllog F’lll,)+ l. 
Hence 
Illcp~~ - cpllls 5 3~“C~llllog F’IIIpVB. 
For the inversion, we have 
(log (g-l) -log (j--r)‘1 = I - logg’og_’ + log fq-‘I 
I llogg’og-’ -1ogf’og-‘I 
+ llogf’og_’ - log f’q-‘I. 
Here for the second term, by the argument above, 
lllh f’O 9-l - ~wr”f-‘lll~ = lllkPf-lo(fs-‘) - log f’~f-‘lll/3 
I3K”IIlogf’~f-‘IIc~(Illlog (/g-l)‘llla)“-“B. •! 
COROLLARY 6.3. Let a and /I be positive real numbers such that 1 I l/a c /3. Iff is of class 
C’ +‘, then conjugation on G $Vp((O, 1)) byfis continuous. Ifllllog (s1(g2)-1)‘ll18 I &e/2, then 
Illh3(fg1 f-l)’ - b(fs2f’)‘llls = Illl~g(fsl)’ - h3(fsz)‘llls 
5 Illlog( - Mg2)‘lllp + 3K”lllogf’II~~(Illlog(gl)l - Wg2)‘IllpI’=-“a. 
Remark. The fact that G$vfl(R) is not a topological group can be seen as follows. Put 
f1= PL ; : ; 
( > , 7 
and for a real number a (0 c Ial < l), put 
1, 4, 6 
1 ’ + a, 4 + a, 6 
Then 
f1f2(f1)-'=pL ; 2+; 4-2a, 4, 
, , 4, 4 + a/2, 5 + a/2, 
Since the interval [4 - 2a, 43 is mapped onto [4, 4 + a/2], 
Illlog(flf2(fl)-‘)‘III, 2 1% 4 
and fl f2 does not converge to fl as a tends to zero (andf2 tends to the identity). 
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LEMMA 6.4. Let a and /I be positive real numbers uch that 1 5 l/a < j?. Let f be a C’ +’ 
dzfeomorphism of R with support in CO, I]. Let A = (a,,, . . ., a,) be a Jinite subset of .[O, 1 J
(O=a,<... < ak = 1) with mesh not greater than E. Put 
- 
‘= pL ( ai,..., f(I~)~ll:~f(UJ, . . . . f(z) > ’ 
Then 
~(lclg(ff - ’ y) 5 (k + 1)2~C4+ + c~&=@- l 
where C = Illogf’lI,.. In particular, if 
A = Ii/n>i=o ,_._, n uf-‘({i/n>i=, ,..., “) 
then we have 
and 
Illlog UIfWlll5 5 WxfIdl/n~-1’5 
Proof: Note that 
Illlog u-m-‘)‘lll5 = Illh3f’ - ~wfllla. 
kt yk E (ai- 1, ai) be a point where (f)’ ( yi) =f’(yi). Then if x E (ar_ 1, ai], 
110f3f’(x) - log (_T~CX)l 5 llogf(x) - l”gf’(Yi)l 
5 Ill~~f’IICIx-Yil” 
I 1 Jlog f I IC’ E”. 
Here note that log (7)’ is the derivative to the left. Hence if xi-1 5 ai < Xi, then we have 
I(lOgf'(Xj)-lOgf(Xj))-(lOgf(Xj_,)-lOgf(Xj_I))1 5 2C&” 
and the sum for such Xi_ 1 and Xj is estimated by 
C ~(10gf'(Xj)-10gf(Xj))-(10gf'(Xj-~)-10g~(Xj-~))~5 S(k + 1)2’C5&“‘. 
Ifai_l<xj-l<xjIai,thenwehave 
IOWf(xj) -l~~f’(xj))-(lo~f’(xj-l)-lo~f(~j-l))l = ll”gf’(xj)-logf(xj-,)I 
I ClXj-Xj-11' 
and the sum for such Xi_ 1 and Xj is estimated by 
~~(lO~f(Xj)~lO~f(Xj))~(lO~f'(Xj-~)~lO~f(Xj-~))~5~~C5~Xj~Xj-~~u5 
5 C C5&‘5-’ /Xj - Xj-11 
5 C5&o'5_'. 
Thus 
J$(log (ff- l )‘) I (k + 1)25C5&‘5 + c5EE5-l. cl 
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Proof of Theorem 6.1. Let h : q (C,) + G,’ +“(R) denote the holonomy homomorphism 
of the R-product 9”. For the usual generators yl, . . ., y2N of zl(&+), take h(yi) with respect o 
{iln}i=o ,..., n ” (h(Yi))-‘({i/n}i=o ,..., n). 
Let C be a positive real number bigger than the C” norms of log@(y))‘, where y are products 
of at most 4N members of {yr, y;‘, . . . . yZN, yZ;: }. Then by Lemma 6.4, we have 
llllo~~h~~i~~~~~i~~~‘~lll~ 2 7c(11nY-“s 
and 
Since 
91 ... g& . . . hf)_l = (gl~;1)(hg2~;1 Kl) 
X((hlhZ)g3h;l(hlh*)-l)... 
x((h, ...hN_l)gNhNl(hl ...hN_l)-l 
and 
H = Ch(y,)> h(Y2)1-- CWYZN-11, %N)I 
= Cho, GE... CWN-I), WY2N)I(C~(YI)? W)l .** CeJZN-l), wY2N)l)-1, 
we obtain, by Corollary 6.3, 
[[[log If’lll 5 4N(7C(l/n)“-“B + 3K”C(7C)“-1’B(l/n)‘“-“8’2}. 
Note that 
NND(H) I 8Nn. 
Let k be a positive integer such that (a - l//3)’ 2 3/(k - 1). Then if tt is sufficiently large, 
for some positive real number 6, we have 
and 
(Illog H’llls I s((l/n)“(k-‘))a 
NND(H) I ((l/r~)“‘~- 1))-k. 
Thus by Theorem 5.1 this element can be written as a product of 16(k + 1) small 
commutators of PL homeomorphisms gi with support in [0, 1] such that 
llllogg:lllfl I c(l/n)‘““-” 
where c depends only on k and 6. 
Now we put M = 16(k + 1) and define S,, to be the foliated R product with the 
holonomy homomorphism E: n,(&+M) -+ PL,(R) such that 
KfYi) = 
MYi) for i = 1, . . ..2N 
gaN+ZM+l-i for i = 2N + 1, . . ..2N + 2M. 
Then B, is the desired foliated R-product. 0 
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We can generalize Theorem 6.1 to the foliated products of class C$f$!? 2 1). 
Since the group GtsVn(R) is not a topological group as is remarked after Corollary 6.3, 
we should be careful. First for a C LVyfl-foliated R-product, even if we approximate the 
holonomies along the usual generators of q(X) by PL homeomorphisms, the product of 
commutators of them might not be close to the identity. Secondly, the convergence of 
holonomies along the generators of rcl (Xc) does not imply the convergence of the holonomy 
along an arbitrary element y E rtl (C). 
In order to give the meaning of approximation of foliated products of class CYI~~~, we fix 
a cell decomposition of the base surface by triangles which has only one vertex. With respect 
to such a cell decomposition we can say two foliated products are near if the holonomies 
along the edges of this cell decomposition are near. 
The theorem is as follows. 
THEOREM 6.5. Let 9 be a foliated R-product of class CLSYe(/? 2 1) with support in [a, $1 
over a closed surface ZCN of genus N with a cell decomposition by triangles with one vertex. Let /? 
be a positive real number greater than j?. Then there exist a positive integer M, a closed surface 
Z,Y+M of genus N + M with a cell decomposition by triangles with one vertex, a simplicial map 
s:&+h# + XN of degree 1 and a family of PL-foliated R-products Sk with support in [0, l] over 
EN+,,, such that Yk converges to the inducedfoliated product s*9 in the CL.” topology. Here the 
meaning of the convergence is that the holonomies along the edges of the cell decomposition 
converge. In particular, $8 < p’ < 2, the Godbillon- Vey invariant G V (gk) converges to G V (9). 
We need the following lemma which gives an approximation of an element of Gi,“s(R) 
by elements of PL,(R) and which replaces Lemma 6.4. We use the notations in [20]. 
LEMMA 6.6. Letf be a C L*Y# diffeomorphism of R with support in [O, 11. There exists ajnite 
subset B of [0, l] such that B = {b,, . .., bk,} (0 = b0 < ... < bk, = 1) with k’ not greater than 
(1 + sfi(logf’) + 3s-1 v&q(logf’))/& + 1, and, for any finite subset A = {a,, . . . . ak) 
(0 = a0 < ... < ak = 1) containing B and for 
- 
f = pL ( 
ai,..., 
f(I~)~~11~f(UJ, . . . . f(z) > ’ 
v,(log(f(f) -I)‘) I(2 + ss(logf’) + 3~-1qlogf’))2~‘+‘&B”fl-1. 
In particular, if B’ is the set defined for f - ’ and 
A = B uf-‘(B’) 
then we have 
llllog (f(.W)‘lll~, 5 (2 + s#q(logf’) + 38-l ~(logf’)p~‘+‘$‘~-~ 
and 
Illlog ((f)-‘f)‘Ill@, 5 (2 + ss(logf’) + 38-l v,(logf))2~‘+‘&~“? 
Proof. Let f be an element of G!,“(R) with supp ort in [0, 11. Then by Proposition 2.12 
in [20], there is a map 
Pp:CO, 1 + s&¶(logf’)l + co, 11 
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such that (log f’), is continuous and 
v,((log&) 5 38-l Vlogf’) 
by Proposition 2.12 in [20]. Then by Proposition 2.3 in [20], we have a map 
h: [O, 1 + ss(logf) + 38-i I$(logf’)] + [O, 1 + s~(logs)] 
such that (log f’),@ 0 h is l//l Holder and 
II (logf), o h II C”’ 5 1. 
Now let E be a positive real number. Let k” be the greatest integer smaller than 
(1 +ss(logf’) + 3@-11$(logf))/.s+ 1. Then(paoh)({js;j=O,...,k”}) contains {xE[O, 11; 
IA(logf’) (x)ls 2 E}. Let B = {b,-,, . ...b.,} (b, < ... < b,,) be the image (Pro h) ({ js; 
j = 0, . . . . k”}). Let A = (uo,...,uk} (0 = a0 < .*a -K ak = 1) be a finite subset containing 
B and letfbe the PL homeomorphism defined by 
- 
f = pL ( f(:;):::::f(a;:::: i) ) ’ 
We always have 
min logf’ I log j(@) -f(ai-1) 5 max logf’. 
Cal- L1 61 ai - Ui-1 Car-*, RI 
Since A contains B, [ai- i, ai] c (pBo h) ([(i’ - I)&, i’s]) for some i’ and we have 
Hence 
llogf’(x) - log(f)‘(x)I 5 &l/b. 
Now we look at the /?-variation of log(f(f) - ’ )‘. Note that 
Illlog(f(f)-‘)‘lll@ = lIlloi3f’ - h3flll,. 
Here note that log(f)’ is the derivative to the left. Let (xi,. . ., x, > (x1 < -. . < x,) be a finite 
subset of R. If Xi_ 1 I ai < Xi, then we have 
I(lOgf’(Xj) - lOgf(Xj)) - (lOgf(Xj-1) - lOgf(Xj_,))l I; 2&l’@ 
and the sum for such Xi_ 1 and Xj is estimated by 
C I(lOgf’(Xj) - lOgf(Xj)) - (lOgf’(Xj_1) - lOgfi(Xj_,))l”’ I (k” + 1)2”‘$“’ 
I(2 + sfl(logf’) + 3~-iVb(logf))2V”~-‘. 
If ai_ 1 < xi_ 1 < xj I ai, then we take points yi E [(i’ - l)s, i’ E] such that (Pp 0 h) (Yj) = Xi 
and we have 
l(lOgf’(Xj)-logf(~j))-(l”gf’(xj-l)-logf(xj-l))l = llO~f’(xj)-lo~f’(xj-l)l 
= I((logf’)p~“~)(Yi)-((logf’)p,oh)(Yj-l) 
I IYj-Yj-11”’ 
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I(1 + s&q(logf’) + 3~-1VB(logfl))&~“~-‘. 
I$(log (f(f,_l,l) I(2 + ss(logf’) + 3~-11$(logf’))2@‘+‘&~“fl-1. c 
Proofof Theorem 6.5. We fix a triangulation with one vertex of CM. The triangulation of 
%V has 6N - 3 edges. Let C be a positive real number greater than 
2 + sg (log h(y)‘) + 38- ’ I$(log h(y)‘) for any y which is the edge of the triangulation. For 
each 2-simplex of CN, we may assume that the orientations of its edges are given so that the 
holonomies along the three edges yo, yl and yz satisfy 
h(Yl) = h(YdOh(Yo). 
Then we take the sets Bo, Bl and Bz given in Lemma 6.6 for h(yo)-‘, h(yl)-’ and h(yJ-l, 
respectively, and put 
A = ~~Yo~-‘~~o~~~~Yl~-‘~~l~~~~Yl~-‘~~,~ = {~Owak). 
We define fo, fi and fi by 
- 
’ = pL 
ao, ‘..9 Ui, *a*) ak 
h(yO)(aO), ..-Y h(YO)(ai)v **-v h(yO)(ak) > 
L = PL 
a09 a.., Uip ea.3 Uk 
IT -..Y h(yl)(Ui), ..*v h(Yl)(ak) > 
and 
5 = PL 
h(yo) Go), *..,h(yo)(&), -**vh(yo)(ak) 
h(yd(ao), . . ..h(yl)(ai)....,h(Y~)(ak) > 
respectively. Then we have y1 =f2 of0 and by Lemma 6.6, 
Illlog(( h(yi))‘Ills, I C2@‘+’ .z@“~ for i = 0,1,2. 
Now for each edge y, there are two adjacent 2-simplices o and c’. When we approximate 
h(y) by PL homeomorphisms, we obtain two FL homeomorphismsx andJ’,, which might be 
different because the sets A, and A,. might be different. However the PL homeomorphism 
(_Er,-‘j;,, =((f,)-‘h(y))((J;,,)-‘h(y))-’ 
is estimated as follows: 
llllog((~)-‘&)‘III,. I c2fi’+2&~“~-1. 
If /I’//3 - 1 2 3/(k - 1) and E is sufficiently small, then we have 




NND((J;,)-’ &y I 2C/E I (&llck- l))-k. 
Thus by Theorem 5.1 this element is written as a product of 16(k + 1) small commutators. 
We construct a closed oriented surface CN + ,6(1, +I,(hN 31 with a triangulation with one 
vertex as follows. Let CIb(k + ,), , be a closed oriented surface of genus 16(k + 1) with a disk 
deleted. Consider a triangulation with one vertex of Z1b(k + l,,I. The boundary of 
c ,6(k + ,), 1 consists of the vertex and one edge. 
First we cut the given closed oriented surface CN along the interiors of the edges, and to 
each resulted pair of edges we paste the two edges (13, and a,) of a 2-simplex. Now we paste 
a copy of ,% + l). I to the third edge (a,) of the 2-simplex and we obtain C,V + ,b(k + 1, ,bN 3, with 
a triangulation with one vertex. 
The simplicial map is defined so that each pasted zIb(k + ,), , is mapped to the vertex and 
the added 2-simplices are mapped to the edges. Hence the induced foliated product s*3 is 
trivial over each pasted C16,k+ 1j, I. Let ??k be the foliated product over 
c ,V + IMk + 1) (6~ 3, defined by&,5 and,fi over the original simplices, (z)- ’ ,Er, fn, and, j;, over 
the added simplices and the homomorphism given by Theorem 5.1 over the pasted-in 
z ,6,k + ,), , . Then 9Jk converges to s*3 in the C’,’ 4 topology. •I 
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